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Company Name
AI International; Louisville, KY

Majors Recruited
EE, ME

Open Positions
Full-Time, Co-op

Description

Aircom/Medivative Technologies,
Indianapolis, IN

BE

Internship

Aircom Manufacturing, and our subsidiary
company, Medivative Technologies,
perform contract engineering, design and
manufacturing services for a large variety of
world class companies in the areas of
medical device manufacturing, food service
equipment, telecommunications,
aerospace, automotive and a wide variety
of consumer industries. We are located on
the East side of Indianapolis, and have been
in successful operation for over 50 years.

Not listed

Aisin, USA; Seymour, IN

CHE, EE, ME

Full-Time,
Internship

Not listed

AK Steel Corporation; Rockport, IN

CS, CHE, EE, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

Aisin USA, located in Seymour, IN is a World
Class automotive manufacturer supplying
components to Toyota, Honda, GM, Nissan,
Chrysler, and Cummins.
Our parent company is Aisin Seiki which is
located in Japan.
We employ approximately 1700 people
locally.
We currently have openings in our
Manufacturing Engineering Departments. We
offer a competitive benefits package
including: 13 paid holidays, 401k, Health,
Dental, Vision, Tuition Reimbursement, and
we recently opened a Wellness Center.
AK Steel is a world leader in the production of
flat-rolled carbon, stainless and electrical
steel products, primarily for automotive,
infrastructure and manufacturing,
construction and electrical power generation
and distribution markets. The company
operates seven steel plants and two tube
manufacturing plants across five states:
Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.

Design, fabricate and install conveyor systems
for companies like FedEx, UPS and GE
Appliances

Attending Reps
Not listed

Alex Boyd
Associate Metallurgist-R
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Alcoa Power & Propulsion, Laporte, IN

CS, EE, ME

Full-Time,
Internship

A global leader in lightweight metals
technology, engineering and manufacturing,
Alcoa innovates multi-material solutions that
advance our world. Our technologies enhance
transportation, from automotive and
commercial transport to air and space travel,
and improve industrial and consumer
electronics products. We enable smart
buildings, sustainable food and beverage
packaging, high-performance defense
vehicles across air, land and sea, deeper oil
and gas drilling and more efficient power
generation. We pioneered the aluminum
industry over 125 years ago, and today, our
60,000 people in 30 countries deliver valueadd products made of titanium, nickel and
aluminum, and produce best-in-class bauxite,
alumina and primary aluminum products.

Sheri Saliwanchick-HR Generalist

Allegient, LLC, Indianapolis, IN

CS, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Allegient is a leading provider of business
and technology solutions for mid-sized and
enterprise organizations. Headquartered in
Indianapolis since 2001, we are known for
providing consultants with strong
professional and technical skills along with
a good project management foundation.
Allegient is ranked in the top ten for
software development, web site
development and consulting by the
Indianapolis Business Journal, and is named
one of the Best Places to Work in Indiana by
the Indiana Chamber.

Kyle Apple, Software Engineer-R
Bennie Waters, Software
Engineer-R
Brandon Knight, Software
Engineer-R

Alliant Energy, Cedar Rapids, IA

CHE, CE, EE, ME

Full-Time,
Internship

We are proud to be a Midwest energy
company that provides electric and natural
gas services to our customers and
communities throughout Iowa, Wisconsin and
Minnesota.Alliant Energy traces its roots back
nearly 100 years and we continue to deliver
the energy and exceptional service that our
customers and communities count on safely,
efficiently and responsibly.

Patrick O’Connor-R
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Allstate Insurance, Northbrook, IL

CS, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Not listed

AM General, LLC South Bend, IN

ME

Full-Time

We are insurance. We are financial services.
We are also so much more. We are lawyers,
writers, web developers, accountants,
building engineers, application developers,
project managers and human resource
specialists. We are creative, driven,
passionate, fearless and curious. Our unique
culture of inclusion helps us maximize
innovation and creativity. We believe that
welcoming differing ideas, cultures and
backgrounds gives us a competitive
advantage in a diverse, global marketplace. At
Allstate, it's our differences that drive our
success- as individuals and as a company. We
believe in providing the very best tools and
resources available to help keep our
customers- and our employees- in Good
Hands.
We're a world leader in the design,
engineering, production, and technical and
parts support of military and special purpose
vehicles. Our modern corporate offices are
located in South Bend, Indiana, and our
production facilities, among the most cuttingedge on earth, are located eight miles away in
Mishawaka, Indiana. Our commitment to
quality begins and ends with the customer.

Amazon, Seattle, WA

CS, SE

Full-Time,
Internship, Co-op

Amazon.com was founded in July 1994 with a vision
of building the Earth's most customer-centric
company where visitors can find and discover
anything they want to buy online. That vision has
grown from an online bookstore run out of a garage
to a Fortune 500 company operating in six
countries with a selection that includes millions of
products in an ever-growing number of categories.
Amazon.com leverages its $900 million investment
in technology to offer its customers unparalleled
shopping experiences. Based in Seattle,
Amazon.com has hundreds of software engineers
working on some of the most interesting technical
challenges on the planet.

Not listed

Not listed
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Ambu, Noblesville, IN

BE, ME

Internship

Not listed

Appriss, Louisville, KY

CS

Full-Time,
Internship

Ambu is a leading manufacturer and
distributor of nearly 2,500 airway
management, anesthesia and respiratory
medical devices, products, equipment and
supplies. Ambu has three business areas in
which diagnostic and life-supporting devices
are produced for hospitals and rescue
services: Airway Management, Patient
Monitoring & Diagnostics and Emergency
Care.Our innovative product lines include
breathing bags, breathing circuits, medical
face masks, oxygen delivery adaptors, nonrebreathing circuits, carbon dioxide
absorbers, laryngoscopes, HMEs, critical care
breathing circuits, ventilation products for
artificial respiration, electrodes for ECG tests
and neurophysiological tests, and manikins
for first aid training. Ambu’s products are sold
worldwide.
At Appriss, we pride ourselves on being on
the cutting edge of technological solutions. As
a company, we develop creative and
intelligent solutions to common problems.
Products developed by our employees notify
crime victims of the status of their offender,
curb the rise of methamphetamine
manufacturing in the United States, and allow
criminal justice agencies to share vital
information needed to catch bad guys. We do
work that makes a difference, use state-ofthe-art technology, hire lots of smart people
and have an employee-focused culture that
provides the freedom to use your knowledge,
creativity and passion. that's what makes
Appriss great.

ArcelorMittal, Chicago, IL

EE

Full-Time,
Internship

ArcelorMittal USA is the largest steel producer in
North America and the largest integrated steel
producer in the United States. ArcelorMittal is the
leader in all major global markets, including
automotive, construction, household appliances
and packaging.

Not listed

Not listed
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Archer Daniels Midland, Decatur, IL

CHE, CE, EE, ME

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Bastian Solutions, Indianapolis, IN

CS, EM, EE, ME,
CPE, SE

Full-Time

Belcan Engineering, Cincinnati, OH

CS, EE, ME, CPE,
SE

Full-Time

Belden, Inc. Worcester, MA

CHE, EE

Full-Time

Description

Attending Reps

For more than a century, the people of
Archer Daniels Midland Company (NYSE:
ADM) have transformed crops into
products that serve vital needs. Today,
31,000 ADM employees around the globe
convert oilseeds, corn, wheat and cocoa
into products for food, animal feed,
industrial and energy uses. With more than
270 processing plants, 470 crop
procurement facilities, and the world’s
premier crop transportation network, ADM
helps connect the harvest to the home in
more than 140 countries. For more
information about ADM and its products,
visit www.adm.com

Not listed

We are an innovative material handling
system integrator dedicated to helping our
customers increase their productivity. Our
highly-trained engineers are experts in areas
such as conveyor systems design, industrial
robots, e-fulfillment, material handling, rack
systems, warehouse consulting, warehouse
management system (WMS) and more. We
are a total solutions provider offering
innovative turnkey systems.
Belcan Engineering is a global supplier of
engineering services to a diverse spectrum of
industries; including but not limited to
Aerospace, Helicopter, Energy and
Automotive. We are among the largest
engineering companies in the U.S. Our
discipline-based cadre of engineering services
covers product design from conceptual
studies to aftermarket support.

Not listed

Belden is a worldwide leader in the design,
manufacture and marketing of broadcast,
enterprise and industrial connectivity and industrial
networking and products for many industries
including broadcast, oil & gas, data centers, energy,
healthcare, and industrial automation.

Sarah Gladding, Compound
Development Engineer
Jerry Rose, Director, Lean Operations
Martin Van Der Burgt, Director of
Engineering

Not listed
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Bill Austin & Associates, Columbus, IN

CHE, CPE, EE, ME,
EM, PH, SE, EP

Full-Time

BAA is engaged in system engineering or as we
sometimes describe it - "information engineering".
We help manufacturing companies bridge the
growing gap that has arisen due to the lack of
support of information systems used by the
product development organization. Traditional IT
departments fail to understand the increasing
complexity of tools and processes used by
engineering, manufacturing and related
departments. Typical areas of support from BAA
range from direct involvement in product
technology to PLM (Product Lifecycle Management)
support for the entire enterprise.

Not listed

Brinkman Constructors, Chesterfield,
MO

CE, EM

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Founded in 1984, Brinkmann Constructors excels
in fast track design/build construction, general
contracting services and construction
management fulfilling new construction and
renovation needs in nearly every market sector.
Because of our passion for customer service
coupled with professionalism and creativity,
Brinkmann has a reputation as an industry leader
in aggressive scheduling and value engineering.
Brinkmann offers employees rewarding
opportunities for personal and professional
growth with competitive salaries and benefits,
rapid career progression and a training program
that is one of the best in the industry.

Not listed

Caterpillar Inc., East Peoria, IL

EE, ME, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

For nearly 90 years, Caterpillar Inc. has been
making sustainable progress possible and driving
positive change on every continent. Customers turn
to Caterpillar to help them develop infrastructure,
energy and natural resource assets. With 2013 sales
and revenues of $55.656 billion, Caterpillar is the
world's leading manufacturer of construction and
mining equipment, diesel and natural gas engines,
industrial gas turbines and diesel-electric
locomotives. The company principally operates
through its three product segments - Resource
Industries, Construction Industries and Power
Systems - and also provides financing and related
services through its Financial Products segment.

Ben Drake, Engineering
Manager-1-R
Michael Haughney, Senior
Engineer-Design-R
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ChalkLabs, Bloomington, IN

CS, SE

Full-Time

Bruce Herr, CTO-R

Clarity Solution Group, Chicago, IL

MA, CS, CE, CHEM,
COE, PH, SE, EP

Full-Time

Closure Systems International (CSI),
Crawfordsville, IN

CHE, ME

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Digital Insight, Redwood City, CA

CS, SE, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

ChalkLabs mission is to help people discover
knowledge. We provide advanced analytical and
visualization solutions for your Big Data problems in
order to facilitate understanding and usability, Let
us show you how our solutions can help solve your
problems.
Clarity Solution Group is a data and analytics firm
providing expert consulting solutions and services
with an uncompromising focus on client success.
Clients trust us to produce innovative, valueinspired solutions that leverage existing
investments and quickly generate results. Our elite
team of professionals is transforming the way
companies think about, organize and use their data.
Clarity continues to flourish and has been featured
on the Inc. 5000 Fastest Growing Companies list
five years in a row. In addition, Clarity has made it
into the top 10 best places to work in Illinois for the
second year in a row.
Closure Systems International, Inc. (CSI) is a global
leader in plastic and aluminum closure design,
manufacturing and high speed capping equipment
and application systems. Approximately 95+ billion
closures are produced annually in CSI's 30+
manufacturing sites, strategically located in 20+
countries throughout the globe.
Major markets served include: Carbonated Soft
Drinks; Bottled Water; JuicesSports Drinks and
Isotonics; Ready-to-Drink Teas and Coffees; Dairy;
Beer; Liquor; Wine; Food; Pharmaceutical; and
Automotive Fluids
Digital Insight is a technology company located in
Silicon Valley. We are shaping the future of banking
and influencing how people manage their money.
With almost 1000 banks and 10 million users on our
platform, we impact the daily financial lives of
millions.
Our SaaS platform operates in the cloud and we
were ranked in the top 25 for Cloud Application
Vendors in August 2014. Our mobile banking
solutions have won top user experience awards and
have an average of 4.7+ stars in the app stores.
Digital Insight takes on the role of industry thought
leader, which shines through on our Banking.com
blog.

Jamison Woodley, Product
Design Engineer
Jeff Pristera, Manager Global
Technology Developer
Tyler Schlusemann, Product
Design Engineer-R

David Turner, Architect
Derick Schaefer, Vice President
of Engineering
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Doxpop, Richmond, IN

CS, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Josh Ward, Software
Development Project Man
Ray Ontko, President

Duke Energy, Raleigh, NC

CE, EE, ME

Co-op, Internship

Electric Power Systems, Maryland
Heights, MO

EE

Full-Time

Epic, Verona, WI

All Majors

Full-Time,
Internship

Doxpop is a website intended to help the public
access court and land record information easily and
without having to make a trip to the courthouse.
Although any person may use this service, it is
particularly useful to professionals who interact
with the courts regularly or depend upon the courts
for information vital to their business.
Doxpop is funded solely by our registered users ,
who pay a small fee in return for access to many
extra features. This allows Doxpop to provide a
range of services appropriate to all users without
burdening taxpayers who will only use the system
occasionally.
Duke Energy makes life better for millions of people
every day by providing electric and gas services in a
sustainable way – affordable, reliable and clean.We
are the largest electric power holding company in
the United States, supplying and delivering energy
to approximately 7.2 million U.S. customers. We
have approximately 57,500 megawatts of electric
generating capacity in the Carolinas, the Midwest
and Florida – and natural gas distribution services in
Ohio and Kentucky. Our commercial and
international businesses own and operate diverse
power generation assets in North America and Latin
America, including a portfolio of renewable energy
assets.
Electric Power Systems is a NETA Certified testing
and engineering company with offices throughout
North America. We specialize in commissioning,
start up, and maintenance testing for utility,
industrial, government, transit and high-tech
industries
As a worldwide leader in the development of
software for healthcare organizations, Epic is
driving change for an entire industry – one that
affects the quality of life for everyone. Our team
works with some of the nation’s most respected
healthcare organizations and collaborates with the
best minds in medicine. The challenges we tackle
on a day-to-day basis impact the lives of more than
180 million patients worldwide and 279,000
providers in the US alone, and we’re committed to
the common goal of improving healthcare.

Not listed

Not listed

Not listed
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Expedia, Inc., Bellevue, WA

CS, EE, CPE,

Internship

Not listed

Extension Healthcare, Fort Wayne, IN

CS, CPE, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

First Databank

CS, CPE, SE

Full-Time

FitzMark, Inc., Indianapolis, IN

CS, CPE, SE,

Co-op, Internship

Expedia is not your typical company. To start with,
we're actually the Expedia, Inc. group and have a
portfolio of brands that include Expedia®,
Hotels.com®, Venere.com™, Hotwire®, Egencia®,
and more. We offer flights, hotels, cars, cruises,
packages, and activities to both leisure and
business travelers around the world. As a start-up,
we revolutionized the travel industry, forever
changing the way people travel. In the 15 years
since that time, we have grown our business to
include more than 140 branded travel sites in close
to 70 countries across the globe.
Extension Healthcare is leading the hospital market
into the next generation of alarm safety by
combining advanced alarm management
middleware with a unique patient-centric text
messaging solution to enable an optimized clinical
event response workflow.
Did you know that you can design software that
helps save lives while reducing healthcare costs?
FDB does just that!
Join the healthcare information technology team
that’s turning drug data into drug knowledge.
We’re looking for people who are: Intelligent.
Productive. Committed. Willing and able to go
above and beyond. Passionate about making a
difference. Innovative. Energized. And want to play
an essential role in a successful company’s
continued growth. We move at a fast pace at FDB,
but we also understand it is critical to maintian a
good work-life balance. FDB provides an
environment that supports your life outside of work
while still being mission focused.
FitzMark is a third-party logistics (3PL)
company. Simply put, we serve as a liaison
between a shipper and a carrier in order to move
freight. We make the connection between
companies who have items to ship and the
transportation companies that ship them. FitzMark
plays a key role in the supply chain, allowing
businesses to become leaner and reduce assets.

Not listed

Not listed
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Franklin Electric Co., Inc., Fort Wayne,
IN

CS, EE, ME, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Not listed

Garmin International, Olathe, KS

CS, EE, ME, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

As an employee of Franklin Electric, you can expect
a competitive salary and benefits, including health
insurance, managed time off, and retirement
benefit opportunities. Corporate employees have
access to our onsite fitness center, in-house
cafeteria, and manicured nature trails. Franklin
Electric affords employees opportunities for
advancement and promotes from within whenever
possible.
Founded in 1944, Franklin Electric has grown from a
small motor manufacturing company into a leading
global provider of complete water systems and
fueling systems. Recognized as a technical leader in
its specialties, Franklin products are found in
residential, commercial, agricultural, industrial,
municipal, and fueling applications.
Franklin Electrics principal markets include clean
water systems, water transfer and grey water
systems, and fueling systems. Franklin serves all
corners of the world with manufacturing and
distribution facilities in Australia, Brazil, Canada,
China, Czech Republic, Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, South Africa, and the United States.
Garmin produces the world’s top-selling GPS
navigation and wireless communication products
for aviation, marine, automotive, fitness and
outdoor recreation customers.
To make the coolest products, we need the best
and brightest on our team. At Garmin, you’ll be
surrounded by others who share the same passion
about what they do every day. We offer a relaxed
team environment where advancement is found
from sharing knowledge, not hiding it.

General Electric, Louisville, KY

EE, ME

Co-op

GE is a diversified technology, media and
financial services company dedicated to creating
products that make life better. From aircraft
engines and power generation to financial
services, medical imaging, television
programming and plastics, GE operates in more
than 100 countries and employs more than
300,000 people worldwide.

Not listed

Not listed
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Gentex, Corporation, Zeeland, MI

CS, EE, ME, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

Gentex Corporation is a high-technology
electronics company that currently supplies the
automotive, aerospace and fire protection
industries. We invented the automatic-dimming
rearview mirror, and over the years, turned it
into a strategic electronic module, home to a
multitude of advanced features, including
displays, alerts, vision systems, telematics
components, transceivers, lighting, and more. By
combining custom CMOS imagers with
proprietary software, displays and other
electronic components, we create products that
look out for you. Gentex employs more than
3,800 employees and has multiple entry level
engineering openings with a wide variety of
advancement opportunities. Gentex has
experienced consistent, double-digit growth over
the decade, with this growth expected to
continue

Not listed

Gerdau, Beaumont, TX

CE, EE, ME, OE

Full-Time

Gerdau has been in the steel industry for 110
years, one of the largest producers in the world.
45,000 employees in 14 countries. Listed on the
stock exchanges in New York, Sao Paulo and
Madrid. Gerdau is currently seeking applicants
for our Management Associate positions in
various locations. The Management Associate
will be a part of a program designed for highly
talented and motivated graduates who have an
interest in, and commitment to, a career with a
company that creates value for its customers,
employees, shareholders and communities
through the engagement of its people and the
excellence of its operations. The Management
Associate Program is an intensive 24-month
program that utilizes on-the-job training,
classroom training, coaching and ongoing
mentorship.

Not listed
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Greenlee Textron, Rockford, IL

EE, ME

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Not listed

GSI Group, Assumption, IL

ME

Internship

Halliburton, Houston, TX

MA, CHE, CE,
CHEM, EE, ME,
CPE, BE, PH, EP,
BIOCHEM

Full-Time

HBK Engineering, LLC, Chicago, IL

CE, EE, ME, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

In 1862, it started with the Greenlee brothers’
barrel-making machines, then woodworking tools.
Today Greenlee is the most respected and trusted
source for professional grade tools when it comes
to installing wire and cable. From holemaking and
bending to test and measurement, you can depend
on Greenlee tools to outlast and outperform the
competition every time.
GSI, a global brand of AGCO, is a world class
manufacturer of grain storage, material handling,
conditioning and drying equipment, as well as a full
line supplier of swine and poultry production
equipment. GSI Group LLC headquarters are in
Assumption, IL. Additional manufacturing facilities
are located in Taylorville-IL, Newton-IL, Paris-IL,
Flora-IL, Bremen-AL, Canada, Malaysia, Mexico,
Brazil, and China. GSI opened its first European
manufacturing plant in June 2014, located in
Biatorbagy, Hungary supplying the region with
material handling equipment. GSI products are
marketed worldwide through a network of
independent dealers, grain/protein producers, and
large commercial businesses.
Halliburton is one of the world's largest providers of
products and services to the energy industry. With
approximately 70,000 employees in approximately
80 countries, the company serves the upstream oil
and gas industry throughout the life cycle of the
reservoir from locating hydrocarbons and managing
geological data, to drilling and formation
evaluation, well construction and completion, and
optimizing production through the life of the field.
HBK Engineering, LLC is a fully licensed, professional
engineering design firm headquartered in
downtown Chicago providing civil, environmental,
structural, electrical, subsurface utility, construction
support services and permitting. Since our founding
in 1998, we have built a reputation for outstanding,
accurate service in extremely time-sensitive
environments which led to our East Coast
expansion and subsequent licensure to practice in
28 states. Our list of satisfied clients includes utility
companies, construction firms, and municipalities
from the Midwest to the East Coast.

Not listed

Not listed

Not listed
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HBM, Champaign, IL

CS, ME, CPE, SE,
EE

Full-Time,
Internship

HBM, is a global leader in the field of custom
strain gauge based sensors, and data acquisition
technologies. Our wide range of products
includes sensors, transducers, strain gauges,
industrial amplifiers, data acquisition systems,
measurement and analysis software, and
calibration services. HBM provides top-notch
solutions in wide range of multiple industries:
agricultural, energy, medical, packaging scale and
many others. HBM has a global footprint with 27
sales offices located in the Americas, Europe and
Asia. Three production facilities in Marlboro, MA,
Germany, and China. HBM employs over 1600
people and is a subsidiary of Spectris plc, UKbased company specializing in precision
instrumentation and electronic controls.

Not listed

Helmer, Inc., Noblesville, IN

ME, BE

Co-op, Internship

World wide medical device manufacturer for Life
Science market. Focus on products utilized in
storing, controlling and monitoring blood
products/components - blood bank & clinical lab
refrigerators, plasma freezers, plasma thawers,
and platelet storage systems. Helmer is also a US
distributor of Hettich Centrifuges.

Billie Miller, Administration
Audrey Johnson, Biomedical
Engineer
Jon Dorris, Sr. Electrical Engineer

Hirata Corporation of America,
Indianapolis, IN

EE, ME

Full-Time,
Internship

Hirata Corporation of America (HCA) is known
throughout the NAFTA region in many industries as
the world's leader of production engineering
systems. Hirata serves many diverse manufacturing
industries, from semiconductors that demand a
high degree of precision and cleanliness, to more
conventional large scale manufacturing applications
like engine / transmission assembly or tire
production.The breadth of our experience is
unmatched by others. We often leverage our knowhow and technology learned in one industry and
apply it to another seemingly dissimilar industry.
We've demonstrated time and again our ability to
raise our customers' productivity, lower cost, and
improve return on investment with solutions that
are both affordable and durable.

Attending Reps

Not listed
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Honda, Marysville, OH

EE, ME, CPE

Full-Time, Co-op

Honeywell FM&T, Kansas City, MO

CHE, EE, ME

Full-Time

Hunt Construction Group, An AECOM
Company, Indianapolis, IN

CE, EE

Full-Time,
Internship

Description

Attending Reps

We are a company built on dreams. And these
dreams inspire us to create innovative products
that enhance human mobility and benefit
society. We see "The Power of Dreams" as a way
of thinking that guides us and inspires us to move
forward. The strength of our company comes
from this philosophy—based on the visionary
principles of our founder, Soichiro Honda.
Our success in the global marketplace is the
result of our continued investment in America's
future. We thank our customers for the support
and trust they've shown us. We look forward to
challenging ourselves to create new products and
services that bring value to our customers and
society during the next 50 years.
We opened our first U.S. plant in 1979 and have
evolved into a company that directly employs
nearly 25,000 Americans.

Not listed

Honeywell International is a $40 billion diversified
Fortune 100 leader with more than 131,000
employees in 100 countries around the world.
Honeywell Aerospace has nearly 40,000 employees
around the world and 2013 revenue of
approximately $12 billion.
As part of the Honeywell Aerospace’s Defense &
Space division, Honeywell’s Federal Manufacturing
& Technologies business manufactures
sophisticated mechanical, electronic and
engineered-material components for our nation's
defense system. Honeywell manages the U. S.
Department of Energy’s Kansas City Plant, where
we research, develop and deploy some of the most
advanced design and manufacturing technologies in
use in the United States today.
If you don't provide high quality work, you won't
last long. It's that simple. Hunt Construction Group
has been around for more than 65 years. That says
something about our product. Hunt was built on a
simple, yet powerful, philosophy: Do
the job right. It's proven to be our lasting
foundation. Strong client relationships are as
important to us as our construction expertise. Both
are needed to get the job done on time, in a
cooperative manner, and in a way that meets the
client's needs.

Not listed

Not listed
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HUSCO Automotive, Waukesha WI

ME

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Indigo Biosystems, Indianapolis, IN

CS, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

Infrastructure Engineering, Inc.
Chicago, IL

CE

Full-Time

Description
HUSCO Automotive is an industry leader
renowned for its ability to design and
manufacture technologically demanding
products faster than the competition and to do
so with near perfect quality. HUSCO Automotive
is focused on providing products that enable
next-generation automobiles to achieve
improved fuel efficiency and reduced emissions
without sacrificing driving performance. HUSCO
Automotive is located in Waukesha, WI and has
manufacturing facilities in Whitewater, WI and
Shanghai China.
Indigo is a fast growing early stage company
working to change applied science through worldclass computation and decision making tools. Our
flagship product focuses on making
chromatographic assays easier to use by
automating the peak picking, calibration, and
quantitation functions. As a result, laboratories can
deliver faster, more accurate results.We are looking
for passionate software engineers that want to
build deep skills in software craftsmanship, work
with an exceptional team, and make a difference
through software products.
Infrastructure Engineering, Inc. (IEI) is one of the
leading consulting engineering firms in the Midwest
since 1986. Serving both public and private
organizations, IEI focuses on the delivery of high
quality design engineering, program management,
and construction engineering and inspection
services.
The firm was acquired by its current President,
Michael Sutton, P.E., in 1997. Under his leadership
and management, IEI has diversified its portfolio of
expertise to include airport, harbor,
highway/roadway, mass transit, site development,
structural, traffic, and water management services.
IEI is a certified MBE, DBE, and small business firm.
IEI is headquartered in Chicago, with offices in
Indianapolis, Peoria, Springfield and New York.

Attending Reps
Not listed

Erik Snider, Software Engineer-R
Tim Lancaster, VP of Product
Development-R

Not listed
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Ingredion Incorporated, Westchester,
IL

CHE, ME

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Specializing in nature-based sweeteners, starches
and nutrition ingredients, Ingredion is a leading
global ingredients solutions provider. For over 100
years, we have made ingredients found in products
that people around the world use every day - from
soft drinks, salad dressings, and beer to health
foods, paperboard, cosmetics, agri-products, and
pet food.

Intelligrated, Mason, OH

CS, EE, ME, COE,
SE, EE, CPE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Intelligrated® is a leading North American-based,
single-source provider of intelligent automated
material handling solutions that drive distribution
and fulfillment productivity for retailers,
manufacturers and logistics providers around the
world. Through a broad portfolio of automation
equipment, software, service and support,
Intelligrated solutions optimize processes, increase
efficiency and give businesses a competitive edge.

Ron Grammas, Engineering and
Maintenance Mana-R
Jenna Weddle, Associate HR
Generalist
Sarah Yontz, Associate HR
Generalist
Not listed

Interactive Intelligence, Indianapolis, IN

CS, CPE, SE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Interactive Intelligence Inc. (Nasdaq: ININ) is a
global provider of business communications
software and services for contact center
automation and enterprise IP telephony. Their
flagship product is an all-in-one scalable IP
communications suite without the cost and
complexity of traditional multiplatform products.
Some recognizable customers include Microsoft,
Coca-Cola, BMW, Kohl’s, and Salesforce.com.
Founded in 1994, the company has grown to
serve more than 5,000 customers worldwide and
expanded to approximately 1,850 employees.
Interactive Intelligence is headquartered in
Indianapolis, Indiana with global corporate
offices and sales offices throughout North
America, Europe, and the Asia Pacific, totaling a
presence in over twenty countries worldwide.

Not listed

Ivani, LLC

EE, CPE, SE, EE

Full-Time

Ivani is a technology startup that is deeply
immersed in solving big energy problems through
home automation, IoT, and other creative
means. As a team, we are highly prolific in
producing meaningful intellectual property that
creates value for both Ivani and society as a
whole.We are located just outside of one of the
fastest growing start up communities in the
country, St. Louis MO.

Not listed
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Jacobs Technology Inc., Tullahoma, TN

CS, EE, ME, CPE,
SE

Full-Time

Not listed

Janssen & Spaans Engineering, Inc.,
Indianapolis, IN

CE

Full-Time,
Internship

Jacobs Technology is the advanced technology
division of Jacobs Engineering, one of the nation's
largest engineering and technical services-only
companies. Jacobs is the world's top supplier of
automotive test facilities, providing a full range of
services to commercial automotive industry
customers. Customers include not only the world's
major vehicle providers and other original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), but also clients
from the international motorsports community Our
experience encompasses virtually every type of
automotive test facility, including climatic and
driveability wind tunnels; aerodynamic, acoustic,
and thermodynamic wind tunnels; emissions test
rooms; soak rooms; altitude chambers; engine and
powertrain test cells; and electromagnetic anechoic
chambers. We not only design and build these
facility systems assets but also operate, maintain,
and manage these facilities.
Janssen & Spaans Engineering, Inc. is an
Indianapolis based engineering consulting firm.
Since 1976, JSE has been providing engineering
excellence for government agencies, contractors
and consultants for projects throughout Indiana,
the United States, and abroad. The firm's main
office is located on the northeast side of
Indianapolis with a branch office in Columbus,
Indiana. JSE specializes in providing transportation
design solutions for complex bridge and road
design projects. JSE's experienced professional staff
of engineers is known for providing innovative and
cost effective designs that benefit clients through
reduced construction costs and improved
construction efficiencies.

KINZE Manufacturing, Inc.,
Williamsburg, IA

MA, CS, EE, ME, SE

Full-Time, Co-op

In 1965, a 21-year old farm boy from Victor, Iowa
opened his own welding shop with a small bank
loan and $25 in his pocket. Anyone who knew
young Jon Kinzenbaw at the time could see he
had a gifted ability for "fixing things." However,
no one could have predicted this little welding
business would one day turn into one of the
largest, privately held agricultural equipment
manufacturers in North America.

Not listed

Susanna Oakley, Project
Engineer-R
Ron Webb, Senior Project
Manager-R

2015 Winter Career Fair Company List
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Attending Reps

KJWW Engineering, Naperville, IL

EE, ME

Full-Time

Not listed

LG&E KU, Louisville, KY

CE, EE, ME

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

LHP, Columbus, OH

EE, ME, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
Coopersburg, PA

CS, CHE, CE, EE,
ME, CPE, PH, SE,
EP

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

For over 50 years KJWW Engineering has been
recognized by their peers as the recognized leader
in the design of electrical, mechanical, structural
and technology systems for buildings and central
plants. Our consultants have earned regional and
international industry awards for innovative and
sustainable systems design amplifies our leadership
role. The Indianapolis Team joined the KJWW family
in 2012. Formerly known as Moore Engineers, they
have been a fixture in the Indiana building design
and construction industry for 25 years. Their
notable project experience includes such in Indiana
as the Lucas Oil Stadium (home to the Indianapolis
Colts), Bankers Life Fieldhouse (home of the Indiana
Pacers), the downtown Marriott Hotel, Peyton
Manning Children’s Hospital and many more.
LG&E and KU Energy is an innovative, low-cost
energy provider headquartered in Louisville, Ky.
Operating in Kentucky, Virginia and Tennessee as
an industry innovator, our mission is to provide
exceptional value and service to our customers.Our
workforce benefits from a stimulating and
challenging work environment, as well as
outstanding opportunities and career prospects
created by the company's strong market position
and forward-looking strategy.
Headquartered in Columbus, Indiana, LHP Software
provides engineering services in a wide variety of
applications from embedded controls and PC based
applications to Web and Data source solutions. We
are recruiting talented embedded controls,
software engineers and mechanical engineers to
serve the needs of our clients in the automotive,
hybrid electric vehicle, healthcare, consumer goods,
defense, and clean energy markets.
Lutron Electronics, headquartered in Pennsylvania,
designs and manufactures energy-saving light
controls and automated window treatments for
both residential and commercial applications. Its
innovative, intuitive products can be used to
control everything from a single light, to every light,
shade and even stand-by power in a home or
commercial building. Lutron products make any
space more versatile, while enhancing ambiance,
comfort and productivity.

Brooke Hartlage, Staffing
Specialist
Chuck Requet, Sr. Mechanical
Engineer

Not listed

Not listed
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MacAulay-Brown, Inc., Dayton, OH

CS, EE, CPE, SE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Erin Clark, Corporate Recruiting
Manager

Manufacturing Technology, Inc., South
Bend, IN

EE, ME

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Marathon Petroleum Company LP,
Findlay, OH

CHE, EE, ME

Co-op

Marian University Accelerated Nursing
Programs, Indianapolis, IN

All majors

Graduate Program

MacAulay-Brown, Inc. (MacB), a subsidiary of The
Sytex Group, Inc. (TSGI), is a technical services
company headquartered in Dayton, OH, including a
newly established Special Programs Organization
based in San Antonio, TX. MacB's principal areas of
business focus on Information Warfare, Electronic
Combat Systems, C4I Systems, Threat Exploitation,
SETA Support and Technical and Acquisition
Management Support.
MTI is a privately held company headquartered in
South Bend, Indiana, specializing in
transformational, custom-engineered joining
solutions for manufacturing processes. Our leadingedge expertise is available on site worldwide. An
ISO 9001, AS9100, and NADCAP registered
company, we also provide contract services at our
65,000 SF facility in South Bend, as well as at MTI
Welding Technologies, Ltd. in Kingswinford,
England.
Marathon Petroleum Corporation (NYSE: MPC)
•Nation's fourth largest transportation fuels refiner
and largest in the Midwest
•1.7 million barrels-per-calendar-day capacity
•Seven-plant refinery system
•Petroleum products marketer in the Midwest,
Southeast, Northeast and Gulf Coast
•Marketing network of more than 5,400 Marathon
locations and approximately 2,740 Speedway
•Owns/operates 81 light product and asphalt
terminals
•Owns, operates, leases or has ownership interest
in 8,300 miles of pipeline
•Company roots which reach into the early years of
the oil industry
Whether you’re interested in making a career
change or growing your education beyond your
current bachelor’s degree, the accelerated nursing
programs at Marian University can prepare you for
the career you’ve always dreamed of. Our
Accelerated Bachelor of Science in Nursing (ABSN)
uses a combination of online courses, hands-on
practice and hospital clinical rotations* to prepare
nurses for healthcare careers as rich and dynamic
as the industry itself. Best of all, these segments
run concurrently so you can finish your degree fast.

Not listed

Not listed

Jessie Temple, Community
Relations

2015 Winter Career Fair Company List
Company Name
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Masterbrand Cabinets, Jasper, IN

CS, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

Matrix Technologies, Inc., Maumee, OH

CS, CHE, CE, EE,
ME, CPE

Full-Time, Co-op

Medtronic, Warsaw, IN

BE, ME

Co-op

Description
MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc., the #1 cabinet
manufacturer in North America, offers
consumers a full breadth of product ranging from
stock to custom cabinetry. MasterBrand team
members have opportunities to work within
several channels of distribution including top
retail outlets, develop award-winning cabinetry
designs, and be part of the
best-in-class customer service program within
our industry. All employees live the “Five Traits
of Success” ensuring that all of our hard work
and passion are going towards the same
company objectives. MBCI is focused on what it
takes to make us a successful company and
provides development and advancement
opportunities for employees.
With offices in Maumee OH, Indianapolis IN,
Denver/Boulder CO area, Kansas City, KS area, and
the Minneapolis, MN area. Matrix offers the
opportunity to work with a global control systems
integrator and multi-disciplinary engineering
service provider.Being a global control systems
integrator and multi-disciplinary service provider
allows Matrix the ability to offer services in a wide
variety of areas while having the technical and
professional expertise to support these
services.Matrix Technologies, Inc. was founded on
the principle that all Matrix employees are team
members. We are leaders in our industry. We hire
the best in the business and expect dedication and
hard work from the team.
Medtronic is the world’s largest medical
technology company, offering an unprecedented
breadth and depth of innovative therapies to
fulfill our Mission of alleviating pain, restoring
health, and extending life. Last year, more than
10 million people benefited from our medical
therapies, which treat cardiac and vascular
diseases, diabetes, and neurological and
musculoskeletal conditions.With a global reach
that extends to more than 140 countries, we
have a deep understanding of many universal
healthcare challenges.

Attending Reps
Not listed

Ashlee Marks
Les Haman
Matt Price
Dan Crisman

Michelle Delacruz, Engineering
Manager

2015 Winter Career Fair Company List
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Attending Reps

National Instruments, Austin, TX

CS, EE, CPE, PH, EP

Full-Time

National Instruments, a technology pioneer and
industry leader in virtual instrumentation since
1976, has worked with engineers and scientists to
provide answers to the most challenging questions.
Through these pursuits, NI customers have brought
hundreds of thousands of products to market,
overcome innumerable technological roadblocks,
and engineered a better life for us all. If you can
turn it on, connect it, drive it, or launch it, chances
are NI technology helped make it happen.
Headquartered in Austin, Texas, NI has more than
7,100 employees worldwide and direct operations
in more than 50 countries. NI is frequently
recognized for its friendly and inspiring work
environment by such publications as FORTUNE,
BusinessWeek, and Electronic Design.

Not listed

New Hudson Facades, Bloomington,
MN

CE, ME

Full-Time

New Hudson Facades is an architectural façade
startup that designs, engineers, manufactures
and installs custom curtainwall systems on world
class buildings. NHF partners with leading
architects and contractors to provide dynamic
and challenging cladding solutions for the most
significant projects being built today. NHF was
born of a desire by Related Companies to outfit
the towers at their overwhelmingly ambitious
Hudson Yards Project, consisting of 11 towers
built over the MTA rail yard on New York City’s
West Side. NHF possess a unique energy and
identity. Our passionate and driven team boasts
some of the most respected industry leaders, as
well as top quality individuals from every field.

Not listed

Ray Skillman, Indianapolis, IN

All Majors

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

A leader in the automotive sales industry, Ray
Skillman Auto Group, is hiring motivated individuals
to be a part of a dynamic sales team at our Central
Indiana locations. We are looking for energetic
Product Specialists who are truly customer focused
and product knowledge savvy (product knowledge
will be taught during training).
The Product Specialist will be our company’s first
point of contact for the customer. They will greet
the customer and assist them during their visit by
answering questions, providing demo drives and
doing all they can to make the customer’s visit a
great experience. The Product Specialist is not
responsible for negotiating or pricing of the vehicle.

Not listed
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Raytheon, Plano TX

MA, CS, EE, ME,
CPE, SE, EP

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Raytheon is a global technology leader that
provides innovative solutions to customers in 80
nations. As one of the most admired industry
leaders, we provide the most advanced technology
in the world in the strategic business areas of
Homeland Security, Missile Defense, Precision
Engagement and Intelligence Surveillance
Reconnaissance.

Not listed

Remy International, Inc.

ECON, CS, EM, EE,
ME

Full-Time,
Internship

Remy is the leading global manufacturer and
remanufacturer of starters, alternators, and
electric and hybrid motors. With over 6,000
thousand employees worldwide and facilities in
10 countries on five continents, Remy is well
positioned to play a significant role in the future
of the global transportation industry.

Not listed

Rincon Research COmpnay, Tucson, AZ

CS, EE, CPE, PH, SE

Full-Time

Rockwell Collins, Cedar Rapids, IA

CS, EE, ME, CPE,
SE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

At Rincon Research Corporation, our core business
is to design, build, test, and field digital signal
processing (DSP) products and services for the
United States Defense and Intelligence
communities. We use our superior expertise to
serve our customers with a range of technologies:
• Signals collection, analysis, and processing
• GPS Applications
• DSP systems development
• DSP infrastructure development
• Orbit analysis
• High-performance electronics development and
production
We deploy our pioneering technologies for the U.S.
Government worldwide to help ensure our national
security, combat terrorist threats, and safeguard
vital national resources.
Rockwell Collins is a pioneer in the design,
production and support of innovative solutions for
our customers in aerospace and defense. Our
expertise in flight deck avionics, cabin electronics,
mission communications, information
management, and simulation and training is
strengthened by our global service and support
network that spans 27 countries.

Michael Tellez, Director of Human
Resources
John Forinash, Vice President,
Integrated Solutions

Elise Loan, University Relations
Liaison
Nathan Subbert, Senior Software
Engineer-R
Kelly Dalton, Senior Engineering
Manager
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Rolls-Royce North America,
Indianapolis, IN

EE, ME

Internship

Rose-Hulman Phonathon Program
Center, Terre Haute, IN
Rose-Hulman Ventures, Terre Haute, IN

All Majors

Part Time

Student employment

All Majors

Internship

Samtec, New Albany, IN

EE, ME, CE

Co-op

Rose-Hulman Ventures, a program of Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology, brings together
outstanding students with technology-based
companies. For students, that means the best
engineering professional practice experience
possible within an academic program. For
businesses, it means prototypes, refining the design
of existing products, and expanding current
engineering capabilities. We are in a 35,000 squarefoot facility in a Certified Technology Park, on the
south campus of Rose-Hulman in Terre Haute,
Indiana. Are you looking for an innovative, cost
effective way to develop new products, specialty
machinery, unique process equipment, specialized
testing, product prototypes, or software products?
Contact us today to begin rewarding partnerships
and projects.
Samtec, Inc., a $500,000,000+ privately held, global
electronic connector manufacturer in New Albany,
Indiana, with high growth and a focus on emerging
technology, is seeking candidates interested in
working in a fast paced, non-bureaucratic
environment.

Rolls-Royce is a global provider of integrated
power systems and services to the civil
aerospace, defense aerospace, marine and
energy markets. We have more than 55,000
employees in over 50 different counties and we
appreciate the significance of having a skilled,
motivated and committed workforce in order to
deliver excellence to our customers.Rolls-Royce
is probably best known for making engines for
the world’s biggest airliners and advanced
military aircraft. Rolls-Royce has enabled landspeed records, designed the world's most
environmentally friendly ships, and developed
turbines that generate power in some of the
most inhospitable places on earth. Over the past
century, on land, at sea and in the air, we've
continuously redefined what is possible.

Attending Reps
Russell Bennett-R

Drew Gehman, Information
Tehcnology Specialist

Tori Meek, Product Engineer
Kat Coombes, Talent Acquisition
Phil Eckert, Engineer
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Schreiber Foods, Green Bay, WI

ECON, CS, BIO,
CHE, CHEM, EM,
BIOCHEM, CS

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Joe Steinocher, Plant Manager

Scientia LLC, Bloomington, IN

CS, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Founded in 1945, Schreiber Foods has grown to
become a $5+ billion global enterprise and the
world's largest customer-brand dairy company. It
provides products to the biggest names in
restaurant chains and is the world's largest supplier
of private label dairy products to grocery and
foodservice distributors. More than just a cheese
company, Schreiber is a global leader in innovation.
Its more than 6,000 employees around the world
work together to provide custom-designed, highvalue products.
Scientia LLC is a growing Software Development,
Systems Engineering and Technology Company
comprising Innovative Thinkers who develop
Cutting-Edge Solutions for Complex Requirements.
Integrity is our Cornerstone. We specialize in
Department of Defense Persistent Surveillance
Systems, including sensor integration, video
management and analytics, network design, and
imagery and mapping.

Skyworks Solutions, Inc., Cedar Rapids,
IA

EE, ME

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

SmartFile, Indianapolis, IN

CS, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Skyworks Solutions, Inc. is an innovator of high
performance analog semiconductors. Leveraging
core technologies, Skyworks supports
automotive, broadband, wireless infrastructure,
energy management, GPS, industrial, medical,
military, wireless networking, smartphone and
tablet applications. The Company's portfolio
includes amplifiers, attenuators, circulators,
demodulators, detectors, diodes, directional
couplers, front-end modules, hybrids,
infrastructure RF subsystems, isolators, lighting
and display solutions, mixers, modulators,
optocouplers, optoisolators, phase shifters,
PLLs/synthesizers/VCOs, power
dividers/combiners, power management devices,
receivers, switches and technical ceramics.
SmartFile is a market leader in digital asset
management, FTP Hosting, and online file storage.
Our easy-to-use web interface empowers
businesses of all sizes to manage large files, and
define different levels of access to those files.
SmartFile provides service to companies in over 50
countries and includes Microsoft, Yahoo, Dell, EA
Sports, Skechers and Roche Diagnostics among its
list of clients.

Doug McDaniel, President
Lucas Johnson, Senior Software
Developer-R

Not listed

Travis Cunningham, Software
Developer
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Software Engineering Professionals,
Inc. (SEP) Carmel, IN

CS, CPE, SE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

SEP is an engineering service that develops
software and supports software related
activities. We perform engineering studies,
oversee and manage product certification (FAA,
FDA and military), perform system and software
validation testing, and develop software (device
firmware, web servers, desktop applications,
etc.) among other things. We serve business/
data-critical markets, including many regulated
industries.

Not listed

SonaCare Medical, Indianapolis, IN

EE, ME, BE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

SonaCare Medical designs and manufactures
HIFU surgical ablation systems that offer
physicians and patients a balance between
clinical effectiveness and quality of life effects of
treatment intervention. SonaCare Medical's
strategic vision is to expand our current HIFU
technologies to treat a variety of clinical urologic
application and henceforth establish our
commitment to advancing a new wave of sound
medicine.

Holly Johnson, Director of HR
Christie Johnson, Product
Development Engineer

Southwest Research Institute, San
Antonio, TX

EE, ME, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

STIMULUS Engineering, Loogootee, IN

CS, EE, ME, PH,
OE, CPE

Full-Time,
Internship

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI®) is an
independent, nonprofit, applied engineering and
physical sciences research and development
organization with 11 technical divisions using
multidisciplinary approaches to problem solving.
The Institute occupies 1,200 acres and provides
nearly two million square feet of laboratories, test
facilities, workshops, and offices for more than
3,300 employees who perform contract work for
industry and government clients. Please visit
www.swri.jobs to find out more.
STIMULUS Engineering Services, Inc. is one of South
Central Indiana’s premier small businesses,
specializing in engineering services for both the
public and private sectors throughout the United
States. We bring the right people together in the
right partnerships to create the right solutions.

Attending Reps

Mr. Tony Magaro, Executive
Director of HR

Terri Hollinden, VP of Talent
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Attending Reps

Tarlton Corporation, St. Louis, MO

CE

Full-Time,
Internship

Not listed

Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX

EE, CPE, EE

Full-Time,
Internship

Tarlton Corporation has served as a St. Louis-based
general contracting and construction management
firm since 1946. We have built strong ties to the
region, excellent working relationships with a wideranging list of established and new clients, a
commitment to project and workforce diversity,
and a carefully laid foundation to promote
continued growth. Tarlton is a Women's Business
Enterprise as certified by the City of St. Louis, State
of Missouri and Women's Business Enterprise
National Council. Tarlton is a closely held, clientdriven corporation employing an average of 300
people. Our organizational structure is relatively
flat so clients and personnel can benefit from
continual access to our executives, who take an
active role in all Tarlton operations.
Texas Instruments’ products power the world. As
one of the world’s largest global leaders in analog
and digital semiconductor design and
manufacturing, TI provides the technologies that
fuel smartphones, digital cameras, medical
equipment, motor controls, ultra-thin computing
devices, health and fitness products, and much
more. Chances are, many pieces of technology that
you touch every day – things you don’t even think
about, but can’t imagine living without – do what
they do because of TI products.
Our broad product portfolio gives our employees
the opportunity to pursue a wide range of career
options across multiple businesses and locations –
all while working at the same company. At TI, you
can have one job and multiple careers – the
opportunities are endless!

Textron (Dixie Chopper & Textron
Aviation) Wichita, KS

All Majors

Full-Time,
Internship

Textron Inc. is not only one of the world's best
known multi-industry companies, it is a pioneer
of the diversified business model. Textron
consists of numerous subsidiaries and operating
divisions, which are responsible for the day-today management of their business units.

Not listed

Not listed
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Tipmont REMC, Linden, IN

EE, ME

Full-Time,
Internship

Tipmont REMC is the fifth largest memberowned electric cooperative in Indiana serving
over 21,000 members and 26,000 meters in parts
of eight counties in west central Indiana. Part of
the national alliance of Touchstone Energy
cooperatives, Tipmont focuses on the core values
of integrity, accountability, innovation, and
commitment to community. Established in 1939,
Tipmont is headquartered in Linden, Indiana,
located 15 miles north of Crawfordsville (home
to Wabash College), 20 miles south of Lafayette
and West Lafayette (home to Purdue University),
and 50 miles northwest of Indianapolis.

Chad Jenkins, Manager of
Operations and Engineering-R

TOC Logistics, Indianapolis, IN

EE, ME

Full-Time

TOC Logistics International is a rapidly expanding,
minority owned logistics management
organization. We specialize in understanding our
client's business to identify operational efficiency
improvements and cost reductions opportunities;
and then create unique solutions that address
specific challenge areas and ultimately help meet
supply chain goals. Developed from a wellrespected North American 3PL and a definitive
market need, TOC Logistics is an industry leading
expert in solving your biggest supply chain
headaches. As a logistics management
organization, we offer industry changing
expertise in technology, dedicated account
management, high touch customer service,
process and optimization and apply these
principles across all aspects of our client's
business.

Not listed

Torax Medical, Shoreview, MN

BE, ME

Full-Time,
Internship

Torax Medical develops and markets products
designed to restore human sphincter function. Our
technology platform, Magnetic Sphincter
Augmentation (MSA), uses attraction forces to
augment weak or defective sphincter muscles to
treat Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease (GERD) and
Fecal Incontinence (FI).

Not listed
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Turner Construction Company,
Chicago, IL

CE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

U.S. Army Recruiting, Indianapolis, IN

All Majors

Full-Time

Valeo Lighting Systems North America,
Seymour, IN

EE, ME, PH, OE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Wolf Technical Services, Indianapolis,
IN

BE, ME

Full-Time,
Internship

Description
Turner is a North America-based, international
construction services company and a leading
builder in diverse and numerous market
segments. The company has earned recognition
for undertaking large, complex projects, fostering
innovation, embracing emerging technologies,
and making a difference for their clients,
employees and community. With a staff of 5,200
employees who work on more than 1,500
projects each year, we offer clients the
accessibility and support of a local firm with the
stability and resources of a multi-national
organization.

Attending Reps
Not listed

Not listed
Valeo Lighting Systems North America, LLC is a
leader in the automotive lighting industry and
supplies advanced lighting assemblies for forward,
rear, signaling, and interior applications to the
major automotive manufacturers in the United
States. The operation was founded in 1978 and is a
division of Valeo. Our facility, which includes
manufacturing and R&D, is located in Seymour,
Indiana and allows us to be close to our
customers. Valeo Lighting Systems North America,
LLC also operates a manufacturing facility in
Queretaro, Mexico and a sales office in Dearborn,
Michigan. The company is growing, and we are
looking for talented individuals to join our team!
Wolf originated as a forensic engineering company
in 1977, but has grown to include product design
and development for military and commercial
applications. Military contracts for the
development of safety devices such as UMARS,
CMARS and injury preventing Troop Seats stem in
part from years of experience with accident
investigation involving both personal injury and
property damage. Other projects of note are WIMS,
Digital Flight Glove, Modular ATD, Robotic Eddy
Condenser Probe Inspection Arm and the QuickCric
device. The company is comprised of mechanical,
electrical, material, optical, aeronautical,
automotive, civil, manufacturing and biomedical
engineers, as well as physicists and CAD/graphics
specialists.

Not listed

Amy Wortman
Zachary Wagner, Biomedical
Engineer-R
Stuart Nightenhelser
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WSI Engineering/WSI, Inc., Mt. Vernon,
IN

CE

Full-Time

Warehouse Services Inc. is a warehouse services
company and third-party logisitcs provider, offers
complete end-to-end supply chain solutions to
our clients. We deliver a competitive advantage
to each client’s supply chain by implementing
best practices which support the delivery of costeffective solutions. In addition, by providing
manufacturing operations independently within
the distribution center, We understand the
importance of having the right product, at the
right place, at the right time. We provide clients
with customized warehousing services to meet
their unique needs.

Not listed

X by 2, LLC, Indianapolis, IN

CS, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

X by 2 is a software consulting firm that serves the
insurance and healthcare industries. We exist to
transform businesses through large-scale enterprise
technology initiatives. Our people are deeply
technical with a penchant for hands on problem
solving. From day one, you’ll be working side-byside with our senior architects, contributing to all
phases of the SDLC on high-impact engagements,
and meeting with our clients face to face. No one is
a passenger at X by 2; everyone drives. Careers at X
by 2 offer accelerated growth and project
ownership opportunities in an environment that
promotes constant learning and the challenging of
assumptions in search for stronger, more effective
solutions.
Are you ready to join the equation?

Not listed
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Frito-Lay North America, Frankfort, IN

All Majors

Full-Time,
Internship

PepsiCo offers the world's largest portfolio of
billion-dollar food and beverage brands, including
19 different product lines that generate more than
$1 billion in annual retail sales each. Our main
businesses -- Quaker, Tropicana, Gatorade, FritoLay, and Pepsi Cola -- also make hundreds of other
enjoyable foods and beverages that are respected
household names throughout the world. With net
revenues of approximately $60 billion, PepsiCo's
people are united by our unique commitment to
sustainable growth.

Corey Richmond, Business Unit
Leader-R

Exelis – Geospatial Systems, Fort
Wayne, IN

EE, ME, CPE, SE

Full-Time, Co-op,
Internship

Exelis is a diversified, top-tier global aerospace,
defense, information and services company that
leverages a 50-year legacy of deep customer
knowledge and technical expertise to deliver
affordable, mission-critical solutions for global
customers. We are a leader in positioning and
navigation, sensors, air traffic management
solutions, image processing and distribution,
communications and information systems; and
focused on strategic growth in the areas of critical
networks, ISR and analytics, electronic warfare
and composite aerostructures. Headquartered in
McLean, Va., Exelis employs about 17,000 people
and generated 2013 sales of $4.8 billion.

Nathan Kadar, College Relations
Specialist

Direct Supply, Milwaukee, WI

CS, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Define your path, own your future ? Direct
Supply is your destination Based in Milwaukee,
Direct Supply is America's leading supplier of
equipment, services and eCommerce systems to
the Senior Living profession, a profession that
offers more and more opportunity every year.
Because of our continued growth, there are
many opportunities at Direct Supply for only the
most hardworking, motivated applicants. We
need a wide variety of talented individuals, from
software engineering to sales to supply chain, to
continue our mission of enhancing Senior Living.
For additional information on Direct Supply, how
we work to enhance the lives of America's
elderly, and current career opportunities, please
visit DirectSupply.com/Careers.

Jeff Cutler, Software Engineering
Manager
Wade Krogwold, Campus and
Community Recruiting
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Renaissance Administration LLC,
Indianapolis, IN

ECON, MA, CS,
CPE, SE

Full-Time,
Internship

Description
Renaissance is the nation's largest independent
provider of charitable planning and charitable
trust administration. Renaissance offers longterm planned gift administration and provides
organizations with private label support by
bundling services that meet their unique
needs. Renaissance provides a branded website
that is designed to be easily used by donors but
sophisticated enough to handle any tasks that
the business organization may need.

Attending Reps
Not listed

